
 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

Salcef Group is among the winners of the tenders launched by RFI for the construction 

of the new AV Naples - Bari railway 

The total value of the assigned tender is € 471 million, the Salcef Group's share is € 

38 million 

 

Rome, 8 June 2020 - Rete Ferroviaria Italiana (FS Italiane Group) assigned the tender for the 

construction of the railway line doubling the Telese - San Lorenzo Maggiore - Vitulano section of about 20 

km on the new high-speed HS/AV line Naples - Bari. 

The tender was awarded to ATI Associazione Temporanea di Imprese, composed of Ghella SpA, Itinera 
SpA, Salcef SpA, Coget Impianti SpA (the latter belonging to the Salcef Group). The legal requirements for 
the signing of the contract are now expected to be fulfilled. 

The total value of the tender is € 471 million of which the share awarded by Salcef Group amounts to € 38 
million, in addition to the previous contract, already granted in 2019 to another ATI in which Salcef 
participates, for € 16 million and related to the works for the speeding up of the Frasso - Telesino section, 
works not yet started. Altogether, Salcef thus brings its portfolio of works on the Naples-Bari AV railway line 
to € 54 million, for works fully comprised in the Group's core business activities: Armament, Electric 
Traction, Substations, Signalling and Power Transmission Plants.  

The implementation of the works will allow a reduction in travel times between two important urban and 
industrial centres in Southern Italy, allowing an increase in both passenger and freight traffic capacity.  

"We are very pleased with this award for the construction of the Naples / Bari AV railway line - said Valeriano 
Salciccia, CEO of Salcef Group - which confirms the high quality recognized to the companies of the Salcef 
Group in their respective sectors, but also proves the determination of the Gruppo FS Italiane to continue 
to invest, through Rete Ferroviaria Italiana RFI, to make the Italian railway service increasingly efficient and 
reliable across the country". 

"It is extremely important for us - continues Valeriano Salciccia - that we participated in this tender with a 

wider and stronger offer of integrated services, including those related to electrification activities resulting 

from the integration of Coget Impianti, acquired less than one year ago". 

 

*** 

This press release is available on the Salcef Group website https://www.salcef.com, in the Investor 

Relations/Price Sensitive Press Releases section. 

*** 
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Salcef Group is an Italian corporate group employing over 1,000 people and operating on 3 continents; it 

is an international railway industry leader in the maintenance and construction of railway and urban 

transport infrastructure systems, as well as in the construction and sale of rolling stock and the production 

of reinforced concrete structures. Founded in 1949, the company became wholly owned by the Salciccia 

family in 1975, and it is currently led by the brothers Gilberto and Valeriano Salciccia, in the roles of 

Chairman and Managing Director respectively. Railway and metropolitan railway line maintenance and 

renewal account for 80% of operations and are the core business of Salcef, which in the last 20 years has 

renewed over 7,000 km of track and is the global leader in track renewal. Salcef Group has a consolidated 

business founded on a history of more than 70 years, conducted by highly skilled staff in receipt of continual 

training. In 2019 Salcef achieved a Value of Production of € 311.2 million, with net Group profit of € 38.4 

million. 
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